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The first time Flynn Long sees her, she's lying on a bed in lingerie. The picture is soft, just like her curves, and instantly
he's obsessed. Cali Carr is at the end of her full-figure modeling career when she's hired for a new campaign. But when the owner
of the company steps out of the shadows and starts calling the shots, a job is the last thing it feels like. Love at first sight
isn't supposed to be real. One touch isn't supposed to ignite so much. A single picture isn't supposed to drive a man insane. But
luckily for us it's happening in Curvy! Warning: Over the top isn't strong enough for what this short story is. It's velvety
sweetness coated in insta-love cheese, and it's waiting for you to take a bite.
From international bestselling authors, Ker Dukey and K Webster, comes a steamy standalone novella from their KKinky Reads
collection!I had a plan.Make Ren Hayes pay.But plans don't always turn out the way we want them to.He was found not guilty of
murdering my best friend.But that doesn't make him innocent.In my eyes, he's guilty.Guilty of charming everyone around him into
believing his innocence.Guilty of being so intoxicating I forget who he is-what he is.And guilty of awakening parts of me I never
knew existed before his touch.I know eventually, I'll succumb.His allure beckons me.Keeping me on the edge of madness between lust
and hate.In the end, it's me who's guilty.Guilty of allowing him to take my breath away.This is a super steamy romance sure to
take your breath away! A perfect combination of sweet and sexy with a smidgen of suspense that you can gobble up in just an hour
or two! You'll get a happy ending that'll make you swoon!This is not a dark romance.
Lindsay Hunter tells the stories no one else will in ways no one else can. In this down and dirty debut she draws vivid portraits
of bad people in worse places. A woman struggles to survive her boyfriend's terror preparations. A wife finds that the key to her
sex life lies in her dog’s electric collar. Two teenagers violently tip the scales of their friendship. A rising star of the new
fast fiction, Hunter bares all before you can blink in her bold, beautiful stories. In this collection of slim southern gothics,
she offers an exploration not of the human heart but of the spine; mixing sex, violence and love into a harrowing, head-spinning
read.
More than any other writer, Raymond Chandler (1888-1959) is responsible for raising detective stories from the level of pulp
fiction to literature. Chandler's hard-boiled private eye Philip Marlowe set the standard for rough, brooding heroes who managed
to maintain a strong sense of moral conviction despite a cruel and indifferent world. Chandler's seven novels, including The Big
Sleep (1939) and The Long Goodbye (1953), with their pessimism and grim realism, had a direct influence on the emergence of film
noir. Chandler worked to give his crime novels the flavor of his adopted city, Los Angeles, which was still something of a
frontier town, rife with corruption and lawlessness. In addition to novels, Chandler wrote short stories and penned the
screenplays for several films, including Double Indemnity (1944) and Strangers on a Train (1951). His work with Billy Wilder and
Alfred Hitchcock on these projects was fraught with the difficulties of collaboration between established directors and an author
who disliked having to edit his writing on demand. Creatures of Darkness is the first major biocritical study of Chandler in
twenty years. Gene Phillips explores Chandler's unpublished script for Lady in the Lake, examines the process of adaptation of the
novel Strangers on a Train, discusses the merits of the unproduced screenplay for Playback, and compares Howard Hawks's director's
cut of The Big Sleep with the version shown in theaters. Through interviews he conducted with Wilder, Hitchcock, Hawks, and Edward
Dmytryk over the past several decades, Phillips provides deeper insight into Chandler's sometimes difficult personality.
Chandler's wisecracking Marlowe has spawned a thousand imitations. Creatures of Darkness lucidly explains the author's dramatic
impact on both the literary and cinematic worlds, demonstrating the immeasurable debt that both detective fiction and the neo-noir
films of today owe to Chandler's stark vision.
Beautiful Bastard
Black Lace Quickies 8
Pagan Heat
Getting My Prescription Filled by the Doctor. Forbidden Pleasures
With This Ring
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For colored girls who have considered suicide/When the rainbow is enuf
This is novella one of the Naughty Girl series: Book #1 Naughty Girl Book #2 Mine (just released) **Mature Content Warning** Recommended for
ages 17+ due to language and sexual content. Alexandra loved the hot sex she experienced as a submissive in the bedroom, but would never
give her heart to any man. After getting hurt by his sub and wife, Paul swore he would never make that kind of commitment to a woman again.
They meet at the club that Alex frequents and quickly become play partners. The sex is amazing, but despite their reservations, they begin
to fall for each other. Will they be willing to admit their feelings for each other?
According to statistics, men think about sex 20 times a day and women around ten. Alison Tyler thinks about sex twenty four hours a day and
the result is this sizzling collection of headily sensual stories, Morning, Noon, and Night. Fortunately, noted eroticist Tyler is half of a
happy couple, well matched in every way so no editor is better equipped to curate a book of erotica designed to stimulate the minds, hearts
(not to mention everything else) and stir the souls of couples to enjoy each other morning, noon, and night. From delicious trysts at dawn's
early light to naughty nooners to afternoon delight and dinner in flagrante delicto and beyond, Alison Tyler is your guide to a scorching
hot sex, anywhere, anytime.
Sexy Little Numbers is the best erotica stories written by women writers from around the world. A choice cut of all new and original fiction
and the latest addition to Black Lace's immensely popular series of erotica collections. These stories are fun, irreverent and deliciously
decadent. Sexy Little Numbers combines humour and attitude with wildly imaginative stories. 21 stories from the established and new names in
female sexual fantasy, including Kristina Lloyd, Portia Da Costa, Janine Ashbless, Carrie Williams, Rachel Kramer Bussel, Madelynne Ellis,
Justine Elyot and Charlotte Stein.
Whether the story is about a quick encounter of the erotic kind or it "s just a fast and furious read, here is a pulse-pounding 25 story
anthology, promising to take you on a headlong express to ecstasy. Join Selena Kitt on a swift, delightful ride, from stories of heartracing sex in elevators or across office desks or in dressing rooms, to the impatience and excitement of the first time.
Reforming a Rake
Tales of Sex on the Job
Daddy's
Nine-to-Five Fantasies: Tales of Sex on the Job
Sudden Sex
69 Sexy Stories

A wildly entertaining collection of short stories Showcases some of the best erotic writing from both sides of the Atlantic. This themed collection brings you unashamed, wildly entertaining stories
that explore forbidden fantasies about impromptu, unplanned and intensely edgy sex. From the nameless stranger with alluring eyes on public transport to the anonymous encounter with a man in a
nightclub, encounters with strangers are high on the list of women's sexual fantasies. Here we find ordinary women all doing something they shouldn't, with someone they don't even know. Indoors,
outdoors, the action is relentless. This is sizzling erotica with a modern, humorous flavour that will appeal to the discerning female reader.
Twenty tales of hard, hot man-on-man action brought to you by Xcite Books, winners of ETO's Best Erotic Book Brand 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. From heroes to heathens, aristocrats to artisans,
surfers to submissives, these men have certainly got what it takes to turn you on. They romp their way across the planet, in settings as diverse as they are exotic, but our sizzling stories all have one
thing in common. They will heat up the coldest winter night and leave you gasping for more… Beach Challenge by Elizabeth Coldwell Spending a friend's stag weekend in a posh country house in
Cornwall, Chris finds himself undertaking an unusual challenge in a game of Spin The Bottle. He has to run across the beach wearing nothing but a towel, and pay a forfeit if he’s caught. But what he
doesn't know is that the man who is chasing him wants him to fail – so he can initiate Chris into the delights of man love... A Birthday Present by Ruth Ramsden To be bound and helpless, to be
totally at my mercy is his fantasy and tonight I am going to make sure he lives it to the full. After all, a birthday comes but once a year, but only coming once is not what I intend for him! The
Anniversary Gift by Garland Huston Blake writes erotica for a living so why is his own sex life so unsatisfactory? He thinks he knows the answer: routine kills everything. So he devises a way of
spicing things up a bit. Threesomes and maybe even foursomes, but long term boyfriend, Sug, is horrified at the idea. The question is, will Huston be able to change his mind? Slash And Burn by
Michael Bracken Slash is an ace skate-boarder who wants to turn pro, but he can’t attract the attention of a sponsor. Then one evening while Slash and his boyfriend are skateboarding in the mall,
Slash thwarts a robbery with a very slick skateboard manoeuvre. The guys celebrate his success with a passionate night. Next day, they discover everything has changed. Where once their future
seemed uncertain, now they are a huge success – and their partnership is cemented – in more ways than one. The Collaring by Penelope Friday Matt is my sub, I am his master, and tonight is a very
special night. It is the night we will make a very public commitment to each other. Matt must prove his love for me, and I will prove mine for him in front of a willing audience. Only then will the
collaring ceremony be complete. Safe And Sound by Alex K Bell I should be thinking about the bigger picture now, how lucky I am to be alive, how grateful I am for my rescue, how great it will be
when I get to see my friends and family, but all I can think about is the stranger’s big hands, stroking my chest with slow sensuous movements, knowingly teasing me. Kit Bag by J L Merrow
Working at a gym, Kit has ample opportunity to fantasise about the well-built men he sees. What he doesn't know is that two of them have noticed his attention, and they decide to make his fantasies
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a reality in the changing room after closing time. The Kennel Club by John Connor In 1929 things weren’t what they are today, as I found out when I visited my old friend Mickey at a very special
Gentleman’s Club. Mickey’s “dog” Rufus was slim, blond and 5ft 6, but I never saw him stand upright. He stayed at crotch level, and he proved himself to be a very talented boy indeed when it came
to obeying his master’s every command. Surfing Down Under by Eva Hore Tired with partying in Australia, all I really want is a quiet sunbathe, but then I stumble across a nudist beach and I
decided to get an all over tan. I don’t bargain on just how much of a turn on it is to be nude in the hot sun. But with the arrival of a mysterious lover the action gets a whole lot steamier. Float Your
Boat by Landon Dixon When Brendan goes fishing with his new boyfriend, Evan, he’s expecting to reel him in, but neither of them are expecting their love making to be quite so overboard. Luckily
they are rescued by Evan’s ex, Greg, but are there now too many fish in the sea. Who will get the prize catch and who will end up being the one that got away? Sand And Steel by Shanna Germain
He is my prisoner. He is a SEAL. I know that no amount of pain that will make him crack and tell me what I need to know. But he has not been trained to withstand pleasure. Yet, even though he is
blindfold, there is something familiar about him. When he asks me to remove his blindfold I decide it will be in my best interests. Too late, I realise I’ve made a mistake that will cost one of us our
life. Beauty And The Beast by Penelope Friday Len and Sebastian are an unlikely couple: the carpenter and the aristocrat. It’s a relationship that’s going nowhere. Yet, in the bedroom they are equals.
In the bedroom they belong to each other in total oneness. And then one night everything changes. How Many Times Is The First Time? by Chrissie Bentley No one at work knows for sure if Marty
is gay. But he’s such a nice guy it doesn’t matter. I have to admit I’ve had more than a few passing fantasies about him, though. And then one day fate intervenes and I realise my fantasies are about
to come true. And what’s more, Marty is a man full of surprises. It’s A Sin by Alex Jordain I’ve been brought up to be a devout Roman Catholic, but Jerry, with his blond hair, pretty face and lithe
athletic body is just too much of a temptation. When he invites me to his house I can’t resist. And being initiated into the delights of boy fun turns out to be the most satisfying as well as the most
sinful time of my life. Snow Wolf by John Connor Russia, winter, 1905 – it’s a time full of chaos and uncertainty. I have chosen to live a hermit trapper’s existence, it’s more peaceful that way. But
when I find an injured soldier, half dead beneath the snow of a frozen forest, I cannot leave him to die. I take him back to my cabin to recover and as his frozen body slowly revives, I discover that
we have a great deal more in common than it would first appear. The Fist by G R Richards When The Fist finds a slab of shortening in Deepack’s locker, he wants to know what it’s for and he just
won’t let it go. In the end, things get very heated on the factory floor and a crew of turned-on men can make a lot of noise. Eventually, they have to turn the compacting machine on to mask their
yells of excitement. Wired by Landon Dixon Tim, the sparky, is on the job when he catches his bosses, Elliot and Dan on the job too. Unaware they know he’s watching he ‘enjoys’ their display. The
next day, Elliot accuses him of being a pervert and says he’s going to teach him a lesson he won’t forget in a hurry. Tied to the bed with his own wire, Tim is in no hurry for the lesson to finish.
Unleashing A Demon by Eva Hore I knew I was gay, but I wasn’t sure if Brad knew what he wanted. So when we end up alone on a hot nudist beach, I’m nervous as well as excited. But it isn’t long
before Brad is making some pretty hot moves. The Running Man by Jade Taylor Matt loves running, but the thought of his sexy next-door neighbour, Josh, always has him running faster towards
home than away from it. He’s too shy to make a move but then Josh asks him to help move a box from his wardrobe. The box breaks to reveal its contents: Dozens of pictures of men in erotic poses.
And very soon Matt and Josh are trying out some erotic poses of their own. Basic Rules of Anal Sex by Kay Jaybee New to London, Rob visits a club, and is handed a note by a stranger. The list is
headed up Basic Rules of Anal Sex. When the stranger invites Rob back to his flat he goes without question. But will they both stick to the rules?
The Black Lace Book of Women's Sexual Fantasies reveals the most private thoughts of hundreds of women. Here are sexual fantasies which on first sight appear shocking or bizarre - such as the
bank clerk who wants to be a vampire and the nanny with a passion for Darth Vader. Kerri Sharp investigates the recurrent themes in female fantasies and the cultural influences that have
determined them: from fairy stories to cult TV; from fetish fashion to historical novels.
For Sophie Page, the job of warden at Elmcote Hall is a dream come true. The beauty of the old house and the overgrown grounds speaks to her love of nature. As a venue for weddings, films and
exotic parties the Hall draws curious and intersting people, including the handsome Richard Fox and his friends - who are equally alluring and more puzzling still. Sophie suspects that Fox is
responsible for the sexually charged events taking place by night in the woods around the Hall. However, he is only carrying on a tradition; Elmcote's Victorian owner - the eccentric occultist, Elgar
Vaughan - used the grounds for Dionysian sex rituals, and now it's Sophie's turn to find out just how much fun can be had with the old ways of worship.
Undercover Professor
Erotic Short Stories
Women's Sexual Fantasies
Choke Me
Comprehension Quickies (RL 5)
Black Lace Quickies 1
An international collection spanning one hundred years. From Elizabeth Cook's Billets Doux, on a woman's imaginative punishment for a man's infidelity, to
Yuan Ch'iung Ch'iung's A Lover's Ear, on the erotic experience of cleaning your loved one's ear.
Eva Trammel, plagued by her own insecurities, is drawn into an intense, obssessive relationship with the wealthy and arrogant Gideon Cross. "Gideon Cross
came into my life like lightning in the darkness. He was beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to anyone in my
life. I craved his touch like a drug, even knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so easily. Gideon
knew. He had demons of his own. And we would become the mirrors that reflected each other's most private wounds and desires. The bonds of his love
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transformed me, even as I prayed that the torment of our pasts didn't tear us apart."--Back cover.
Quickies - a collection of bestselling short, sexy erotica from Black Lace Some girls like to play rough... Pleasure can be unearthly - even in a cinema...
Chrissy goes down on the blues... Every man has his price and some girls will pay it... Caroline goes roleplaying where the action is live... Angela the angelic
leaves nothing out when she confesses... Indulgent, sensual, taboo, outrageous and always, always erotic, Black Lace short stories are the best in modern
sexy fiction. Fun, irreverent and deliciously decadent, this arousing little anthology of our erotica is a showcase of the diversity and imagination of modern
women's erotic desires. So dip into the most entertaining erotic fiction around.
From international bestselling authors, Ker Dukey and K Webster comes a steamy standalone story from their KKinky Reads collection! They have one
job.Keep me safe.But none of us are safe against the allure we have when we're together.Control and professionalism used to be something they prided
themselves on.But now that we're secluded and alone, lines blur and control quickly loses to need.Someone is trying to snuff out my life, but they may not
get the chance if I'm devoured whole by my saviors first. This is a fiery-hot mfmmm romance sure to make you self-combust! A perfect combination of
sweet and sexy with a smidgen of suspense! You'll get a happy ending that'll make you swoon! This is not a dark romance.
My Secret Garden
Naughty Girl
Black Lace Quickies 3
The Big Book of Orgasms
Black Lace Quickies 4
A Guide to Lasting Romance and Passion
The #1 New York Times–bestselling author’s “groundbreaking” work on women’s sexual fantasies (Publishers Weekly). First published in 1973, My Secret Garden
ignited a firestorm of reactions across the nation—from outrage to enthusiastic support. Collected from detailed personal interviews with hundreds of women from
diverse backgrounds, this book presents a bracingly honest account of women’s inner sexual fantasy lives. In its time, this book shattered taboos and opened up a
conversation about the landscape of feminine desire in a way that was unprecedented. Today, My Secret Garden remains one of the most iconic works of feminist
literature of our time—and is still relevant to millions of women throughout the world. “The author whose books about gender politics helped redefine American
women’s sexuality.” —The New York Times
Quickies - a collection of bestselling short, sexy erotica from Black Lace Not all pleasure is of this world ... Tessa likes to ride hard and be put away wet ... A sonata can
get inside a girl's soul ... Some women go thrill-seeking underground ... Who would believe that a shed could be a pleasure palace for Tamara ... Some girls do more
than just admire a hot chef ... Indulgent, sensual, taboo, outrageous and always, always erotic, Black Lace short stories are the best in modern sexy fiction. Fun,
irreverent and deliciously decadent, this arousing little anthology of our erotica is a showcase of the diversity and imagination of modern women's erotic desires. So dip
into the most entertaining erotic fiction around.
An ambitious intern. A perfectionist executive. And a whole lot of name calling. Whip-smart, hardworking, and on her way to an MBA, Chloe Mills has only one problem:
her boss, Bennett Ryan. He’s exacting, blunt, inconsiderate—and completely irresistible. A Beautiful Bastard. Bennett has returned to Chicago from France to take a
vital role in his family’s massive media business. He never expected that the assistant who’d been helping him from abroad was the gorgeous, innocently
provocative—completely infuriating—creature he now has to see every day. Despite the rumors, he’s never been one for a workplace hookup. But Chloe’s so tempting
he’s willing to bend the rules—or outright smash them—if it means he can have her. All over the office As their appetites for one another increase to a breaking point,
Bennett and Chloe must decide exactly what they’re willing to lose in order to win each other. Originally only available online as The Office by tby789—and garnering
over 2 million reads on fanfiction sites—Beautiful Bastard has been extensively updated for re-release.
Damon Becker can't believe what he has just heard, from his grandmother no less! The matriarch of Becker Style business wear has come to an agreement with none
other than Naughty Devil, purveyors of velvet handcuffs, edible underwear, and worse. Or better, depending how you look at it. Damon wants nothing to do with
Naughty Devil--although he wouldn't mind trying out some of their items on ND's co-owner and sometime-model, voluptuously gorgeous Tanika Davis... Tanika can't
believe how resistant Damon is to Naughty Devil's product line--talk about too much starch in somebody's boxers. Still, Damon's stuffed-shirt exterior belies some
seriously sexy potential, and she wouldn't mind being the woman who helps Mr. Becker get in touch with his inner kinky. After all, he fills a suit like no man she's ever
seen--and she'd love to find out how well he can fill other things... Now, a partnership rife with conflict is becoming a merger of a very different kind, as a pair of
professionals with very different ideas about business come together after hours to discover the one thing they have in common...
69 Sultry Short Stories
In Too Deep
The International Movie Industry
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Sexy Little Numbers
Unforgettable
The Black Lace Book of Women's Sexual Fantasies
The inside track to India's most powerful tycoons The eight business maharajas profiled here are among Asia's most powerful industrial
tycoons, Their combined turnover runs into billions of rupees, and between them they employ some 650,000 people, while indirectly affecting
the lives of millions more. Sip a cup of tea, drive to work, listen to music, build a house and the chances are that in these and a myriad
other ways you are using products that they manufacture or market. By any yardstick, the achievements of these men would rank among the
great business stories of our time. How did these men build their enormous empires? What are their management secrets? How did they thrive
and prosper even as others failed? What is their vision for the future? Top business writer and industry insider Gita Piramal draws on
exhaustive interviews and in-depth research to discover the answers to these and related questions in her profiles of the men who will lead
the country's push to become an industrial superpower in the 21st century.
Hillary and her friends rent a summer house in the country where they’re free of commitments — and can indulge their every desire... When
Hillary and her girlfriends rent a country house for the summer, they discover that its owner is the most desirable man in the locale. That
is until Hillary meets a Norwegian sailor who works nearby. Intrigued by the sexual allure of two very different men, Hillary can’t resist
exploring the possibilities on offer — and soon finds herself having to make a difficult decision.
Tempest Maguire wants nothing more than to surf the killer waves near her California home; continue her steady relationship with her
boyfriend, Mark; and take care of her brothers and surfer dad. But Tempest is half mermaid, and as her seventeenth birthday approaches, she
will have to decide whether to remain on land or give herself to the ocean like her mother. The pull of the water becomes as insistent as
her attraction to Kai, a gorgeous surfer whose uncanny abilities hint at an otherworldly identity as well. And when Tempest does finally
give in to the water's temptation and enters a fantastical underwater world, she finds that a larger destiny awaits her-and that the entire
ocean's future hangs in the balance.
What happens when you bring together 69 authors sharing their hottest orgasm stories? If you have top notch erotica editor Rachel Kramer
Bussel, you get The Big Book of Orgasms! This climactic collection captures top erotica writers serving up steamy scenarios all focused on
The Big O. Whether getting off from exhibitionism, voyeurism, or a very special pair of blue jeans, the characters in The Big Book of
Orgasms explore all sorts of ways they can come. Go "Under the Table" with Elizabeth Coldwell and cheer for "The Pink Team" by Kelly Rand.
Discover the thrill of hot wax and even hotter sex; these short stories bring the heat on every page! With a foreword by Ecstasy is
Necessary author Barbara Carrellas, these are climaxes you'll want to relive again and again. Dr. Ruth once said about Rachel Kramer Bussel,
"she is only satisfied if you come and come again." With this rousing read, The Big Book of Orgasms counts all the wonderful ways women get
off. Inspirational as well as aspirational, this book celebrates women's sexuality by reaching new heights of excellence. Each of the 69
stories about "the big O" is a peak experience in and of itself.
The Devil and the Deep Blue Sea
Best Women's Erotica from Black Lace
The Penguin Book of Erotic Stories by Women
Morning, Noon and Night
The World of Prostitution in Late Imperial Austria

Alison Tyler really knows how to mix business with pleasure, and she proves it in her adventurous Nine-to-Five Fantasies. We’ve all heard the saying "all work and no play"
makes life pretty darn dull. Alison Tyler is to the rescue with a high performance collection that offers steamy stories on the art of getting it on at work. Even the most mundane
9-to-5 job can lead to a rowdy romp that leaves people talking by the water cooler. From special offices where naughty secretaries are firmly spanked to customer service callers
who hook up with pros and temps finding the boss man of their dreams, the restrictions on employee dating are wantonly and willfully broken here. Editrix Tyler and her top notch
contributors are a highly creative bunch — who knew that office supplies are so sexy? Rulers are made for a good spanking, shipping tape is handy for bondage, and corner
offices are custom-made for a good snog! Let's get kinky in the cubicles!
In celebration of its highly anticipated Broadway revival, Ntozake Shange’s classic, award-winning play centering the wide-ranging experiences of Black women, now with
introductions by two-time National Book Award winner Jesmyn Ward and Broadway director Camille A. Brown. From its inception in California in 1974 to its Broadway revival in
2022, the Obie Award–winning for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf has excited, inspired, and transformed audiences all over the country for
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nearly fifty years. Passionate and fearless, Shange’s words reveal what it meant to be a woman of color in the 20th century. First published in 1975, when it was praised by The
New Yorker for “encompassing…every feeling and experience a woman has ever had,” for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf will be read and
performed for generations to come. Now with new introductions by Jesmyn Ward and Broadway director Camille A. Brown, and one poem not included in the original, here is the
complete text of a groundbreaking dramatic prose poem that resonates with unusual beauty in its fierce message to the world.
A comprehensive history of the international movie industry during the 20th century. Essays examine the film industries of 19 countries focusing on individual national movie
industries' economic, social, aesthetic, technological and political/ideological development within an international context.
Indulgent, sensual, taboo, outrageous, often romantic and always, always erotic, Quickies—our Black Lace short story collections—are the best in modern, sexy short fiction.
These arousing little anthologies showcase the diversity and imagination of our writers’ wicked imaginations. So pick us up and dip into the most entertaining erotic fiction around.
Sex with Strangers
Share Me
Boy Fun
Doctor Erotica
Something Naughty
Raymond Chandler, Detective Fiction, and Film Noir
2 Doctors for the price of 1!!! Erin is a young college girl at Penn State. She is an anal virgin and sick of her boyfriend. After an appointment with a new, sexy doctor, she decides it's time to breakup with
him. But he doesn't take this well at all, and he's not going to let her off that easy! Dr. Stone is a sexual beast and unprotected is the only way he does it. Erin can't believe how good the sex is and she is
surprised to find out that there's another Doctor who has been showing interest in her as well. Before she knows it she's being pounded by two burly doctors, one in each hole. TAGS-------------- naughty
doctor romance story, alpha men, alpha man, erotica short story, older man younger woman, MMF menage, steamy taboo medical erotica, first time anal
Rule Number One: Must not lie. Rule Number Two: Must not live with parents. Rule Number Three: Must have a job. Rule Number Four: Must not be a friend's ex. These dating rules shouldn't be hard
for Lucy Benoit to follow—after all, she made them. But she didn't plan on falling for Andy Sullivan, a scruffy-yet-attractive man who lives with his mother and is between jobs. These should be dealbreakers, but in other ways Andy is just her type. And there's something intriguing about him… Andy isn't the geeky gamer he claims to be—not by a long shot. But what seemed like a harmless social
experiment has put his chances of a relationship with Lucy at risk. Even if she can get past the silly rules she has set for herself, will she ever forgive him for breaking Rule Number One? 53,000 words
Maybe one of the hidden benefits of everyone being so darn busy is the rise of the quickie! No one writes fresh fiction on quick sex better than Alison Tyler who has probably inspired more time-efficient
trysts that any other eroticist. Whether at the office with your boss, in a restaurant restroom or naughty nooners with your long-time love, Tyler's Sudden Sex will have you dialing up a booty call stat!
Alison Tyler says: "My favorite short stories brand new. Crisp and focused, taut and tight. The pieces in this collection are waiting for you to slide them on, button the fly, then turn and admire how well
they fit your kink. Because—as everyone who knows me understands by now—I’m all about the kink. This collection features BDSM, spanking, toys, tools, girls gone bad and men who need it just as bad.
I’ve assembled stories from writers I’ve worked with for nearly two decades as well as wordsmiths who are new to me. What do the pieces have in common? Each one maxes out at 1500 words. That’s not a
lot of small talk. We’ve cut the awkward getting to know you phase and instead parked you right up at the point. We’re past first base, past second, on our way to third. His hand is under your skirt; her
palm is on your cock—we’re all adults here—no need to fight the fact that sometimes what we crave is simple: sudden sex." Take a breath. Bite your lip. Get ready to get off.
Quickies - a collection of bestselling short, sexy fiction from Black Lace Emma is a doctor who takes on a new patient - a man who used to control her life... Read the story of a curious girl with a passion
for petrol ... Inga is an air hostess with a longing for designer toys ... Lauren discovers the forbidden on a passenger liner ... Jason's Mom has got it going on ... Emily steals an identity to be the only girl on
a warship ... Indulgent, sensual, taboo, outrageous and always, always erotic, these Black Lace short stories are the best in modern sexy fiction. Fun, irreverent and deliciously decadent, this arousing little
anthology of our erotica is a showcase of the diversity and imagination of modern women's erotic desires. So dip into the most entertaining erotic fiction around.
Bared to You
Creatures of Darkness
A Black Lace Erotic Short-Story Collection
Erotica for Couples
The Mammoth Book of Quick & Dirty Erotica
Business Maharajas

This study of prostitution addresses issues of female agency and experience, as well as contemporary fears about sexual coercion and the forced movement of
girls/women, and police surveillance. Rather than treating prostitutes solely as victims or problems to be solved, as so often has been the case in much of the literature,
Nancy M. Wingfield seeks to find the historical subjects behind fin-de-siecle constructions of prostitutes, to restore agency to the women who participated in commercial
sex, illuminate their quotidian experiences, and to place these women, some of whom made a rational economic decision to sell their bodies, in the larger social context of
late imperial Austria. Wingfield investigates the interactions of both registered and clandestine prostitutes with the vice police and other supervisory agents, including
physicians and court officials, as well as with the inhabitants of these women's world, including brothel clients and madams, and pimps, rather than focusing top-down on
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the state-constructed apparatus of surveillance. Close reading of a broad range of primary and secondary sources shows that some prostitutes in late imperial Austria took
control over their own fates, at least as much as other working-class women, in the last decades before the end of the Monarchy. And after 1918, bureaucratic transition
did not necessarily parallel political transition. Thus, there was no dramatic change in the regulation of prostitution in the successor states. Legislation, which changed
regulation only piecemeal after the war, often continued to incorporate forms of control, reflecting continuity in attitudes about women's sexuality.
Black Lace Quickies 4A Black Lace Erotic Short-Story CollectionBlack Lace
I just want a taste of you. Or a touch. My fantasies about you plague my every waking hour. My only comfort is imagining that similar fantasies might obsess you too.
When young librarian Gwendolynne Price finds increasingly erotic love notes to her in the suggestion box at work, she finds them both shocking and liberating. But who is
her mystery admirer and how long will he be content to just admire her from afar...? A dark sensual romance to fuel your fantasies, as recommended in Tracey Cox’s ‘Fifty
Shades of Grey’ steamy reading list in the Daily Mail.
The author of the phenomenal # 1 New York Times bestseller Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus, John Gray has helped millions of men and women achieve
lasting love and happiness. Now he turns his wisdom and expertise to one of the most sensitive and essential issues in a relationship: sex. In Mars and Venus in the
Bedroom, he explains how we can use advanced relationship skills to keep the fires of passion burning and achieve much greater intimacy. Romance can thrive when we
accept that men and women have very different, yet complementary, emotional and physical needs. Dr. Gray shows us how we can make small but important adjustments
in our attitudes, schedules, and techniques so that both partners are happy in the bedroom -- and in the relationship. From learning advanced skills for greater sex to
achieving greater confidence in the bedroom, discovering the joy of quickies to rekindling the passion and keeping romance alive, John Gray has the answers for you.
Quickies
Curvy
Tempest Rising
Mars and Venus in the Bedroom
A governess must never be alone with a man. Her reputation mustn't have even a hint of scandal. She must never reveal personal
emotions. No matter how strong the provocation by her employer. A governess never questions her employer's commands. Even when
he's tempting her to forsake respectability for desire? She must never, ever, fall in love with someone above her station.
Especially a rake—no matter how devastating his kisses may be . . . Alexandra Gallant is a governess extraordinaire—and if it
weren't for that unfortunate incident at her last position, she wouldn't now be forced into the employ of Lucien Balfour, the most
notorious rake in London. Though the sinfully attractive earl hired her to teach his young cousin, his seductive whispers and toecurling kisses suggest he has something far less respectable in mind . . . And that will never happen. For although Lucien seems
determined to teach her about pleasure, she has a few lessons to teach him about love!
Over 130 of the very best short pieces of erotica writing are complied here for a steamy and sensual read of “quickies” in 1,500
words or less, from some of the best loved writers in the field. Fans ofThe Mammoth Book of the Best New Eroticaare sure to enjoy
this exciting and edgy new collection.
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